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A High Price To Pay

Complement or Conflict?
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Mark and David are two very talented
and rising young executives on your
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people are unaware of the impact their
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DiSC® - Your Best Solution

How Mark and David
Became Great Teammates

David’s new approach, Mark realized

Mark and David’s DiSC® Team Report
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Armed with this insight,

approach to Mark by giving him the
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Behavioral Tendency Continuum
 Mark Smith

Tendencies are plotted from low (L) to high (H) L
ACCEPTS – open, receives willingly

ADHERES – sticks to the rules
DIGESTS – absorbs, thinks it through
INVENTS – creates new solutions, ideas
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The DiSC Behavioral Tendency Continuum measures people across 32 different dimensions of behavior

A better solution is just a phone call or email away! If you’re ready to turn your organization’s workplace conflict into
workplace productivity, please email us today at hank@boyermanagement.com

or call us at 215-942-0982.
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